






































































MGD Cost/MGD Costs Terms
Reservation Charges

1 Reservation for Raw Water 1.75 208,867$      365,517$    Annually for 25 years
172.24 per acre foot during contract term)

Demand Charges
2 Reservation for Peak (Max) 2.00 171,324$      342,648$    For Year 2020
3 Reservation for Plant Expansion 2.00 54,103$        108,206$    For Year 2020

Total Fixed Costs 816,371$    

Volumetric Charges Cost/1000 Gal For Year 2020
4 Volumetric Rate: 1.95$            

Reservation for Raw Water does not change annually.
All rates except the Raw Water Reservation Rate are subject to annual adjustments.
Demand Charge Components - Reservation for Peak (Max) and Plant Expansion must be same MGD.

Reservation Charge - This charge is based upon the annual debt service for the Lake Waco Pool rise divided by
the incremental water within the rise to produce a rate per acre foot or MGD. This rate is then applied to the
specific MGD a wholesale customer wishes to reserve.  Once set it does not change for the life of the contract
and is paid in twelve equal monthly installments.  If after the initial reservation the Wholesale customer wishes to
reserve additional water the incremental amount of water would be subject to the current debt service.  New
customers contracting for water pay this charge at the highest historical annual debt service to avoid subsidization
in the future.

Demand Charge -  The Demand charge has two components.  Both components are calculated annually based
upon the customers designated Peak Day requirement and are subject to penalty if the customer exceeds it
designated peak by 10% (Excess Demand Charge).

a) The first component is calculated based upon the customers designated Peak Day as a percentage of the
Systems Peak Day for the annual period under the AWWA Base/Extra Allocation Methodology as set
forth in the Cost of Service Model as contract and is applied to the pre expansion cost data and the
current annual operating costs and is paid in twelve equal monthly installments.

b) The second component "Expansion Reservation" is calculated based upon the Expansion current annual
Debt Service divided by the incremental Peak Day expansion capacity to arrive at a rate per MGD.
This rate is then applied to the customers designated Peak Day and is paid in twelve equal monthly
installments.

Volumetric Rate - This rate is billed monthly for actual volumes delivered to the wholesale customer based upon
actual metered consumption.  This rate is calculated by the Cost of Service Model again based upon the AWWA
sanctioned Base/Extra Methodology.  The rate basically reflects the systems annual operating and maintenance
costs which are volume related (average day) versus costs incurred to meet Peak Day Demand as identified by
the Cost of Service Model.
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